When I was first asked to review the book Auxology: Studying Human Growth and Development, I was curious about how the authors would define their scope and focus. They begin with a historical perspective on page 1, defining the term Auxology from 'I let grow' in Greek and describing the field of Auxology as 'the science of somatic growth and development.' They continue from the historical perspective to give the full, broad, scope of researchers who study human growth. As such, the book is written by a diverse and eminent team including a broad spectrum of expertise, including not only statisticians, biologists, anthropologists and economists but disciplines such as mathematics, history and art whose contributions to auxology have been central but often forgotten.
The book provides a comprehensive and cohesive interdisciplinary perspective of growth and height. The authors address a broad range of topics, including complex methodologies used for assessing height, such as a chapter on the LMS method or concepts such as the tendency to round off numbers, resulting in heaping in anthropometric data. The book provides a synthesis and update of the current state of understanding from many disciplines, such as update on the use of Harris Lines (section 7.9) in bio-archeology and some unconventional and controversial arguments on the secular changes in height (The Community Effect on Growth, section 4.13).
The illustrations are well done and employ humour to help to clarify numerous points made in the book. In addition to the illustrations, the layout of the book improves readability. Unlike traditional texts, it is divided into bite-sized sections with tags indicating specific topic subheading links to other sections in the book as one might expect in a webpage. This organization provides flexibility for skipping between sections and gives a framework for the reader to find all inter-related text without having to search the index, while also providing a cohesive flow that keeps information organized together in chapters and sections. In addition, the organization in chapters and sections allows the book to be used as a textbook for a class, reading from Chapters 1 through 10. The additional inclusion of national growth references (Chapter 11) adds to the value of the book as a reference while also providing detailed information that could be used as the basis for a classroom assignment or a class debate on population differences in height.
In addition to presenting the classic arguments, the book also challenges a number of widely held beliefs. Most surprisingly, the authors challenge the contribution of nutrition and infectious disease to final adult height. However, as argued by the authors, context is the cornerstone of the relevance of diet and infection. Likewise, in order to understand the author's argument in context, you will have to read it for yourself.
As a researcher and as a teacher there are two things I look for in a book: First, does the book provide a basis for a clear foundation in the discipline based on the current state of the art? Second, does the book provide the basis for stimulating discussion and challenging beliefs? By both measures the book scores well.
